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Shooter to salvation: a story of forgiveness

Senior Mark Beckford, joined by one-time assailant, Lavardo Forbes, walks in the March for Peace, Love, and Unity.

By Randy Kizer

Co-Editor in Chief
At Taylor, Mark Beckford is known
as the friendly Bahamian who excels
at the triple jump. To the kids in the
Bahamas, he is the former gang member who created the Joshua and Esther
Foundation.
While attending Taylor for the last
three years, Mark has spent his summers in the Bahamas. This summer’s

trip, however, quickly went from normal to extraordinary.
Mark’s remarkable summer involved
him being shot, hospitalized, healed
and reconciled with his assailant.
“As Christians we say a lot of things,
but what happens when you are placed
in a situation?” Mark said. “Now you
have to not just live by words but by
actions too.”
Mark’s incredible story didn’t begin
this summer, however. It started al-
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dation (J&E).
With a full-fledged ministry on his
hands, Mark decided to explore higher education. “We would have just
been two ordinary people,” Beckford
said, “but to be founded properly and
soundly, we needed to have that certificate or title behind my name to show
that I’m qualified.” In 2001, Beckford
came to Upland with his wife Maggie
and their children to study Biblical Literature at Taylor.

most a decade ago.
In 1999, Mark knew his life needed a
change even before he was mistakenly
arrested by police. Still, a weekend in
jail prompted him to ask God for a second chance. Once cleared, he poured
himself into his family.
He would take his son, Mark Jr., to
the park and play basketball. Other
children in the neighborhood quickly
joined. Soon he founded what become
known as the Joshua and Esther Foun-

While both Mark and his wife agreed
that leaving the Bahamas was the right
thing to do, it was not an easy transition. “The first year it was really heartbreaking to leave the kids,” Maggie
said.
However, the Beckfords soon found
allies at Taylor. In 2006, media communication students Tim Sutherland
(‘08) and Jason North (‘09) traveled to
the Bahamas with Mark to begin work
on a documentary. That partnership
continued as North and Sutherland
launched a Web site for J&E in 2007.
The Beckfords returned to the Bahamas to find things had changed.
The part-time volunteer staff was
overwhelmed by the growing scope
of the ministry. As the first group of
children grew into young adults, their
needs changed, and the ministry had
to adapt. Maggie described the visit
as eye-opening. “It helped us to have
a broader scope of what our ministry
needs to become.”
After three years spent in study and
observation of ministries in the United
States, the Beckfords now have a strategy to match the vision born on a basketball court in 2001. One of the first
steps was to return this summer with
the goal to host a March for Peace,
Love and Unity. Mark and his family
flew into Nassau on June 16.
The next day, Mark was meeting
with his brother and Meko, a former
gang member recently released from
jail. An old friend he did not expect to
see was Lavardo “Ducky” Forbes.

Continued on Page 2

Taylor University seeing green
By Hannah Beers
News Editor
Going green may be in vogue, but the
motivation behind some of Taylor’s
latest construction has little to do with
following trends.
“This is not a political issue, it’s not
a Democrat vs. Republican issue, or a
New Age vs. Christianity issue,” said
Environmental Science Professor Michael Guebert. “It’s about obedience to
what Christ has called us to do—to be
stewards of all we have, of our minds,
our bodies, and of our resources.”
At the forefront of Taylor’s sustainability-minded projects is the construction of the new science building.
Architects utilized the Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) Rating System in the design
process. The LEED program awards
different levels of certification to buildings with a specific amount of “green”
features.
The new science building will achieve
at least silver status, if not higher, and
potentially use a geothermal system
for power. “It would be much more
sustainable than your typical boiler
that uses gas for heating, and an airconditioning system that uses a lot of
electricity,” said Physical Plant Direc-

tor Greg Eley.
Senior Kevin Crosby spent his summer helping with the design process.
“This building is a huge investment
for Taylor, and it’s really important
to the university in a lot of different
ways,” said Crosby. “We want to do everything the best way possible.”
Students were also influential in designing the stream beside the Memorial Prayer Chapel.
“It will let some of (the water) percolate into the ground and filter it better
before it gets to Taylor lake, so it’s both
for water quality, and for aesthetics,”
said Guebert, whose students assessed
the area last fall.
The recently-constructed University
Apartments were also built with LEED
standards in mind, although they will
not be officially LEED certified—an often expensive process.
According to Sutherland, sustainability was a key influence in selecting the
appliances, windows, lighting, flooring, and even the paint on the walls.
“There are a lot of things you can do to
move in that direction,” he said. “We’re
going to be more intentional on all the
new buildings we design.”
Even some of the older buildings on
campus will see some renovation.
“Every washer and dryer (in the dorms)

is getting replaced with low water-use
appliances,” said Sutherland. “You
spend a little more money up front, but
you get it back over time.”
Those involved in the green projects
voiced a common goal for the university: more awareness, and more involvement.
“I’d like to see ... a personal student
commitment to green issues,” said
Guebert. “The simple things they can
do with their own lifestyle—recycling,
or deciding to walk or bike across campus instead of driving.”
Graduate student Jason Haupt is the
president of Stewards of Creation, a
student organization to promote environmental responsibility on campus,
particularly through recycling.
“I’d like to have people keep their eyes
open for ways to get involved,” said
Haupt.
“There are a lot of opportunities out
there, but not as many people that are
willing to actually put the time into the
projects that we need,” said Eley.
Guebert stressed the motivation behind the campus’ moves toward sustainability.
“Students need to understand that
this is not just about making a difference in our little world,” he said. “The
bottom line is stewardship.”
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The refrigerators at the University Apartments are one of many ways
Taylor is moving towards sustainability.
“We don’t want to get into a situation where we’re only chasing LEED
points,” said Eley. “Regardless of how

politically correct it is to be green ...
this is something we should be doing
anyway.”

Welcome weekend gives the class of 2012 a taste of Taylor
Left: Freshman Brad Peterson swings onto
a platform during a team building exercise
on Saturday. The goal of the exercise was to
safely move everyone onto the platform with
a rope swing, while certain team members
were handicapped.
Right: Alumnus Bryan Miller dances with
Sophomore Suzanna during Saturday’s hoedown. The hoedown was held outside for
the first time since 2005. Previously, it had
been held inside the Kesler Center.
Photos by Timmy Huynh
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Forbes had been trained in the gang
under Mark years earlier.
After
Mark had left the gang behind and began his ministry, he and Forbes had a
confrontation on the basketball court.
Mark asked Forbes to relocate his gang
business away from where the children
were playing. The argument became
heated and ended with Mark getting
robbed. Later, Forbes was caught and
sent to prison.
On June 17, Forbes wasn’t out for
money but for blood. From less than
10 feet away, he shot Mark through a
fence, hitting him in the left leg. Mark
watched Forbes walk toward the gate
in the fence and knew he meant to finish the job. Mark remembers getting to
his feet thinking, “He ain’t killing me
just like that.” As Forbes came through
the gate, Mark’s brother hit him from
the side, knocking the gun from his
hand. After a short struggle, Forbes
fled the scene.
By this time Mark had collapsed
again from his injury. “When the police arrived, I could barely lift a finger
– that’s how much blood I lost ... When
I was lying there, I heard a voice saying
‘Breathe, my son’.”
He was rushed to a hospital while
the authorities called Maggie. “I didn’t
know if he was dead or alive,” she said.
North described his reaction as total
shock. Soon he passed the word to the
Taylor community asking for prayer.
When Maggie arrived a the hospital she discovered that Mark was alive
but he would need extensive surgery to
repair his damaged arteries. However,
she learned that the vast majority of
these surgeries are unsuccessful and
usually result in a leg amputation. Maggie said that even through the fear and
pain she could praise God. “So many
other families (in the ER) walked away
knowing their loved ones were gone,”
she said. “Mark may not (have) come
through the surgery well with regard to
(his) leg, but I would still have him.”
Against the odds, the surgery was
a success. Maggie remembers the doctor saying, “There’s something special
about that man.”
However, the physical injury
wasn’t the only thing that needed time
to heal. Mark said while he was in the
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hospital he dealt with frustration, anger and bitterness. Soon, though, he
had more serious concerns. Forbes
hadn’t given up. Maggie discovered
that he was following her in an attempt
to locate Mark. After that discovery,
Mark was listed under a false identity
and moved frequently.
During this time many of Mark’s
family and friends volunteered to carry
out a retaliatory attack. Mark always
replied, “That ain’t what I’m here for.”
For Mark, those days highlighted
the extent of God’s forgiveness towards
him. “If God was just and fair he would
have swept me off the earth a long time
ago,” Mark said. “That’s why we have
to be merciful and forgiving ... Because
I was just as ignorant as (Forbes) one
time, maybe more.”
Maggie also had to process what
had happened. The conflict between
her Christian calling and her gut reaction was intense, especially when
several offers were made to retaliate
against Mark’s attacker. “We are trying to tell youth that violence is not the
way to handle things,” she said. The
time had come to back up her words
with actions.
Even their children had to fight
the spirit of revenge. Mark describes
his concern when he discovered that
his son, Mark Jr., was investigating
guns. “I had to get his mind back,”
he said. His son Travon reacted very
differently. He grew quiet and pulled
away. “Not everyone will be hurt the
same way,” Mark said. “As men we
have to stand guard for our family, and
that ain’t an easy task.”
After a full week in the hospital,
Mark was itching to get back to working with the children. Maggie tried to
keep him in bed, but Mark was concerned about losing muscle strength
and wanted to restore normal blood
circulation as soon as possible. He remembers praying, “Lord, I know people say spiritually we are to stand on
your word, but father, this son is going
to stand on your word.” And then he
stood up. The doctors said Mark was
supposed to be in the hospital for six
weeks but he was strong enough to
leave after only seven days.
When North and fellow student
Brad Hoehner (‘10) arrived on July 23,
they found Mark playing basketball

Senior Mark Beckford high-fives his son Travon at dinner Thursday night.
with the kids. “I couldn’t even tell he’d
been shot,” North said. “It was amazing how God healed him.” Instead of
using crutches through the end of August, Mark is planning a training regimen to prepare his leg for competing
in the triple jump this spring. “I want
to finish strong,” he said.
With his strength returning daily,
his plan for the summer was quickly
back on track. North and Hoehner
were continuing their work on the
documentary and preparing to film
the March for Peace, Love and Unity
scheduled for August 3. Jason recalls
one day driving in the car when Mark
pointed out Forbes walking down the
street. “It took me a minute catch on,”
North said.
Mark remembers God telling him
to keep driving. On the next corner he
saw Meko. He pulled over and asked
Meko to go find Forbes. Soon they all
met in the same place where Mark
was shot. As Forbes walked up, Mark
said, “Don’t worry about it man, we’re
cool.”
Mark later visited the Forbes family and discovered they were going

through a difficult time in their lives.
They rebuilt their relationship, and, on
August 3, they walked side by side in
the march. The event also included a
time of worship. At the conclusion of
the service, an invitation was given and
Forbes went forward to accept Christ.
“Forgiveness is a powerful tool,”
said Mark. “The bottom line is that
God’s principles work. We may not
always understand when we’re going
through it, but the end result is always
prosperous.”
Like he did almost a decade ago,
Mark is once again training Forbes.
Now, however, he is training his friend
for a different kind of life. Mark said he
prays for Forbes every night and hopes
that he will grow in his faith and surround himself with quality mentors.
Even while rejoicing, Maggie
knows that the recovery process for
Forbes will not be easy. “There needs
to be some place that he can go for support,” she said. “The Bahamas doesn’t
really have places like that. We need a
retreat center where they can be surrounded by Christian people who can
help them and be a crutch for them un-
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til they can stand on their own.”
The retreat center is now an integral part of the long-term plan for
J&E. Mark describes it this way. “For
those that eagerly want to give Christ
a chance, we can say, ‘Come this way.
Let me nurture you and mature you
and when you are ready, you can go
back.’ That’s what we are raising the
funding for.”
With one year left at Taylor, Mark
and Maggie are working earnestly to
prepare for their return to the Bahamas. Already, the Web site, fundraising, and documentary are underway
with North and others continuing to
offer their assistance. “Hopefully by the
time Mark graduates we’ll have things
ready for them to go back,” North said.
But already the story of Mark Beckford
is making a difference. “It seems like
people want to change but they don’t
know how,” Hoehner said. “They need
someone who they can follow and I
think Mark can really show them the
way for how to walk out of the gang life
and stay out.”

Taylor welcomes new faculty
by Sam Stevens
Staff Writer
with

Hannah Beers
News Editor
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Professor Rhonda Kraai teaches Thursday afternoon in her “Methods of
Special Education” class.

In addition to new classes and
schedules, students should expect to
see several new faces on campus—and
not just among their peers.
Taylor is welcoming fourteen faculty
members—twelve professors and two
deans—into its family. They enter a
variety of departments, including Biblical Studies, Media Communications,
Art, Social Work, and Psychology.
Media Communications Instructor
Mike Saunier moved to Upland this
summer from Colorado Springs. He
is most looking forward to interacting
with his students, mentoring them,

and participating in campus events.
“I want to get plugged into university life,” he said. “My wife and I both
have a desire to bond with students, to
be personally involved with them, to
connect with them however we can.”
Other professors are looking forward to building relationships with
their students as well.
Associate Professor of Systems
Thomas Nurkkala , is excited to “learn
how to encourage and mentor students
while challenging them to live out their
faith.” He is already somewhat familiar with Taylor’s campus, having filled
in for Felix Aguilar while he was on
Sabbatical last spring.
Entering the Education Department
is Rhonda Kraai, an Assistant Professor of Education and long-time Mari-

on resident.
This year, Kraai is looking forward
to adding new special education programs to her department. “It will provide the Elementary Education majors
with the student teaching experience
they need,” said Kraai.
Another new faculty member is Mark
Biermann, the Dean for the School of
Natural Sciences. Biermann is particularly excited about the construction
of Taylor’s new science building. The
project, he said, is meant not only to
further the education of the students,
but bring them closer together as well.
“It’ll be a big job,” said Biermann,
“but it’s important to build a sense of
community in the school of natural sciences… for both faculty and students.”

Freshman Class brings diversity
By Sam Stevens
Staff Writer
Taylor may be as excited about its
freshmen class as the freshmen are
about Taylor.
The class of 2012 is comprised of
about 465 students, with a male/female ratio of 45:55 and an average
GPA of 3.6.
One thing that makes this freshman
class especially unique is the number
of international and American ethnic students: over 50 combined. That
number is much higher than in previous years.
“Taylor is incredibly excited,” said
Dean of Enrollment Management
Steve Mortland. “The students can
engage with others from different
backgrounds… we can see the world
through these cultures.”
Last fall, The Princeton Review
named Taylor University the Best Mid-

News

western College by region. The Review,
which bases its findings almost entirely on student surveys, commended
the school on academic excellence and
faithful community service.
This year, Taylor was named No. 1
Midwest Baccalaureate college for the
second consecutive year by U.S. News
and World Report.
Surprisingly, these awards seemed
to have little impact on admissions this
year; the number of applicants were
about the same.
The incoming freshmen, however,
seem more excited than ever and look
forward to college life at Taylor. “When
I visited campus, I genuinely felt that
the students and faculty of Taylor cared
about me, just one prospective student
out of thousands,” said freshman Jack
Davies. “I sensed God’s activity and I
wanted to be a part of it.”

Taylor will be trying some new marketing strategies as well, including
adding a new scholarship for Indiana
residents and using counselors to recruit prospective students.
It is Taylor’s sound reputation that
ultimately appeals to the students. “It
just seemed to fit,” said freshman Ashton Symons. “I had heard only good
things about Taylor, so I went for it.”
Other members of the class of 2012
look forward to the more spiritual aspects of Taylor: growing in faith and
getting a solid, God-centered foundation for their education. Freshman
Mario Gonzalez said, “I’m looking forward to growing deeper in my relationship with God through Christ, getting
straight A’s, and meeting new people…
Once I knew where God wanted me to
go, it was an easy decision.”
Photo by Timmy Huynh

Orientation group Blue-5 jumps rope together during the freshmen outdoor events Saturday afternoon
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Beijing: A star in the east
By Stephen Groves
World News Editor

One billion plus people can throw
quite a party. The country that developed ﬁreworks put their invention to
good use, lighting up the world with the
glory of China.
With the eyes of the world watching,
China put on an amazing spectacle that
was a “debutante ball” in many ways. It
announced China as a world leader and
a force to be reckoned with on the international stage.
Sophomore Youngknwang Cho lived
in China with his parents this past summer. “The Chinese were really excited
to have the games,” he said, “They were
trying to show the world that they were
no longer the “old China”. They wanted
to let the world know they were new
and modern.”
The Olympics featured an extravagant opening ceremony with 15,000
performers. Unfortunately, China’s
quest for a ﬂawless performance landed
them in hot water when it was revealed
that the girl singing Ode to the Motherland was lip-syncing to the voice of another girl backstage who was not considered as atractive a performer.
Overall, the opening ceremony and
rest of the Olympics occurred without
much political protest.

Cho said, “There was a lot of controversy because of China’s relations with
Taiwan and Tibet.”
After a controversial Olympic torch
relay that featured dozens of protests
as the torch toured the world, many
expressed concern over the political
situation in China. In France, protesters even managed to douse the Olympic
ﬂame.
Protests aside, however, the games
proceeded as meticulously planned by
the Chinese.
“They had a lot of security checks
to see if you had said anything against
China in the past,” Cho said, “The security was very tight and I was asked
to show my passport several times just
walking in the street.”
The Chinese also made great efforts
to enhance the aesthetic appeal of their
country. “Everything changed,” Cho
said, “The Chinese were very serious
about the Olympics. They built these
huge buildings in a year.”
The center-piece of China’s crown
is the Beijing National Stadium, nicknamed the Bird’s Nest. The stadium
holds 90,000 people and cost approximately 423 million dollars to build.
“For people who live in China, it took
lots of sacriﬁce” stated Cho. “When we
watch on TV all the stadiums look really

nice, but for me, I can see how China
looked 7 years ago.”
Cho acknowledged China may not be
as “modern” as it appears. “People are
seeing a glorious side to it, but there
was a dark side to it that people don’t
see on TV and in the newspapers,” he
said, “Because I live there, I know about
all the security control, the media control, and the ﬂag regulations.”
In the past years, China has exploded
onto the international scene, and is now
experiencing growing pains. They like
to display their power and dominance,
yet continue to seek amicable relations
with the rest of the world, the United
States in particular.
The United States and China have a
near symbiotic relationship. The United
States needs China’s immense industrial power to feed it’s consumer appetite.
Likewise, China’s rise came on the back
of the U.S. economy.
Cho said, “The development of China
in the past years is like someone going
from Upland to New York City.”
China is a country of turmoil; on one
hand, it is an emerging super-power
while on the other its government still
keeps an iron grip on its citizens.
“A lot of Chinese people don’t know
about Tiananmen Square. The Chinese
government would block Wikipedia so

they couldn’t ﬁnd out about it,” said
Cho.
Meanwhile, the Chinese Christian
church continues to grow under the
watchful eye of the government.
“China could be like the Roman em-
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pire where Christians were persecuted
at ﬁrst, but it exploded there and came
to dominate,” said Cho.
The world is continuing to keep a
watchful eye on China because their future is our future.

International students prepare for college life in the U.S.
By Stephen Groves
World News Editor

Students from around the world
gathered on Taylor’s campus a week
early for a special orientation targeting
international students.
The program, facilitated by MuKappa, hosts students who have spent
signiﬁcant time overseas. The goal is
to smooth their transition to life in the
United States, and to life at Taylor in
particular.
Students arriving on Sunday, August
23 were quickly introduced to what
American college life is all about, starting with the classic backhand Frisbee

World

throw.
Junior Rebecca Ruwe who was the
Program Coordinator said, “The big
thing is getting them acquainted with
the campus and life at Taylor. This
year’s theme was Plugged In: it deals
with practical things as well as life at
Taylor and the United States.”
The week kicked off with a banquet
that was attended by President Habecker and his wife, along with many faculty
members.
The rest of the week was ﬁlled with
panels discussions designed to answer
students questions, icebreakers, and a
shopping trip to Muncie.

“They taught us a lot of things, such
as how to use an ATM,” said freshman
Stephanie Binion. “They also gave a really good tour of campus so we were
ready when school started.”
Binion, who moved here from South
Africa, expressed some of the apprehensions she had in coming here.
“It was hard leaving South Africa.
When I go back it will be like I’m visiting, and I wouldn’t be living there. It
was like I was moving out of my house.
I was leaving my country and my whole
identity as an MK,” she said.
Attending school in the United States
can be very difﬁcult for international

students; they cannot go home as often
as domestic students and their families
can be located half-a-world away.
“The panels were honest and talked
about stuff we would go through. It
made me feel good to know that others
had gone through the same thing I am
facing,” said Binion.
Adjusting to another culture can also
be a difﬁcult transition.
“People in the United States are not
as open as in Mexico. In Mexico random people will say hello to you. It’s
just a different culture,” said freshman
Andrew Shaver. “People at Taylor are
more open. It’s a little more like Mex-

ico.”
The week concluded in much the
same way it started: an international
feast featuring traditional dishes from
many of the students’ home nations.
The orientation prepared students
for life in the United States, but perhaps
more importantly, it gave them a family
who understood the struggles of their
new life.
Binion said, “It was good just to meet
other people who come from the same
background as you so you get that support and that family. Now, if I’m having
a bad day I know I’m not alone.”
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New apartments

New Year, New Things really are that nice
That’s right. Welcome to the 2008-2009 school year at Taylor University. We are so
happy to have you on campus, and equally excited that you’re reading our section.
You probably assume this year will hold many new and great things and we hope
the Life & Times section will meet and surpass your expectations. This section was
just introduced in the paper last year, and we’re new to this game but pumped for
how we will contribute to The Echo. We hope to bring you fresh stories, perspectives, and features on the life and happenings in and around Taylor’s campus.
While we’re all caught up in the newness of things, why not point out a couple
new things about Taylor that pop out to you. We’ll go ﬁrst. We also enjoy receiving
your feedback. Your input really does shape what goes into the paper. Got ideas?
Suggestions? Love one of our articles? Heaven forbid, hate one of them. Let us
know! Please email us at blakeandrachel@gmail.com. We’d love to hear from you.

Facebooking freshmen
By Rachel Sawyer

Life & Times Co-Editor
Every year in the fall something happens. And although it happens annually, each time it brings something new.
Each fall, we get a new freshman class.
This year, we get 467 of them.
Probably like many of you, one of my
favorite aspects of Taylor is the community. I live off-campus this year, so
that makes getting to know our lovely
new freshmen a little harder. But when
it comes to finding out about people,
especially large groups, there’s one
place for college students to turn. Facebook. And especially in light of the
recent network failure, I’m sure to find
an overwhelming majority of our fine
freshmen on there.
Searching for “Taylor Class of 2012”,

I realize there’s not one, not two, but
four groups devoted to this class. I
quickly realize the “Taylor University: Class of 2012” group as being the
most popular. Trying to figure who’s
responsible for this bunch, I stumbled
upon Brad Peterson, the creator of
the group. A conservative single male
looking for friendship, he’s excited
for his Taylor experience. “I think as
freshmen we’re lucky for great upperclassmen to be such great examples”
Peterson said. He’s right, many classes
before him established very similar Facebook groups.
One upperclassman, a PA from the
Brotherhood, went as far as to post
on the wall, introduce himself, and
be available for questions to ease the
transition for the newbies.
With 415 wall posts in the group,

you’ve got to give the members of
the “Taylor Class of 2012” points for
enthusiasm. Bringing up things like
room assignments, computer questions, and how to handle move-in, they
were ready for Taylor when they arrived. Many of the freshman I’ve seen
are pumped to be here, and holler back
as upperclassmen honk and yell while
driving around the loop. Even the
freshmen in Ireland express their joy
and curiosity, posing questions about
the move-in/Welcome Weekend experience.
Upperclassmen, don’t be shy. The
freshmen are as excited to be here
as we are, and are excited to have us
around. Let’s go make some friends.
And not just on Facebook.

Easy on the eyes and scooters
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Lori and Chips use their “increased freedom” to ride in style

By Blake & Rachel
Life & Times Editors

Taylor’s ground and maintenance
staff were quite busy this summer. As
you walk from your dorms to classes,
you’ve probably noticed a number of
new things that add to the scenery of
campus.
Finally out from under the thumb of
winter and the long thaw, this summer
allowed time for mid-western flora to
grow all around the sidewalk from the
library to the DC. Among the myriad of
landscaping additions, the most eye-
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catching area has to be the Memorial
Prayer Chapel and surroundings. New
sidewalks, plants, and the “Wengatz
Bridge” make the area around “Poo
Creek” much easier on the eyes.
Also in that area, if you happen to
get a little lost, a beautiful new sign
helps you navigate the loop, without
having to stop and ask for directions.
While going around the loop, I’m sure
you’ll notice Reade Avenue has been
repaved. The mixing trucks had a
busy summer as streets and sidewalks
across campus were repaved or resurfaced. This is great news for roller-

bladers and scootering students alike.
Senior Jeff (Chips) Smyth is a big fan
of this change. “The new sidewalks
mean increased freedom,” Smyth said.
When he first saw his Broho friend,
Ryan (Lori) Lorimer, he exclaimed,
“Lori, you have to scoot on this new
pavement. It’s awesome.” No longer
are pot holes a health hazard or cracks
in the sidewalk the leading cause of
broken toes.
It’s clear, as we look around, that
these new changes in scenery will enhance our lives at Taylor.

By Jon Schelander

Distribution Manager
The University Apartments, or what
many of us will continue to refer to
as The North Village Apartments, are
brand spanking new. You will most
likely hear its residents gloating about
this fact for the next few weeks. The
inside and outside of this complex
are fantastic. Every one of the sixteen
apartments is fully furnished and
leaves plenty of space to spare for personal touches. The bathrooms are quite
possibly the apartment feature causing
the greatest buzz: each bathroom’s
immense size is comparable to some
dorm rooms. Residents are all finding
their own creative ways of filling the
space. It seems the only downside of

Habeckers make the segue to Segways
By Blake Bachman

Life & Times Co-Editor

living in these apartments is that they
are so new there is no way to escape
the blame for any scratches, marks, or
dings found on the pristine surfaces.
The green room-condition cards were

You’ve probably heard rumors. If
you were at Wednesday’s chapel, you
heard from the man himself. It’s true:
the Habeckers have Segways. This is,
perhaps, the best new thing on campus
this year.
The twin vehicles were a gift from
some dear friends of the Habeckers.
These friends stopped by the President’s home one day with a pair of
Segways. The Habeckers enjoyed them
immensely, and were surprised the
next day by the delivery of their very
own two-wheelers.

The toilet room[‘s]...
immense size is comparable to some dorm
rooms and the residents are all finding
their own ways of filling the space.
eerily empty. All the same, everyone
seems very excited to be spending this
year as the first residents of the beautiful new apartments.

“On a beautiful day, it
feels so good to have
the breeze blowing and
the feeling of ‘slowly
flying through the
air.’”

Photo by Jon Schelander

Jon Schelander and his roommates made valuable use of the extra space
in the bathroom of their new apartment.

The DC mixes up
more than just food
By Adrienne Chaudoin
Staff Writer

I sighed as I stepped in the familiar
doors of the Hodson Dining Commons.
Here I was, back at Taylor for my third
year in a row. The familiarity of everything and everyone was just what I
needed on my first day back: a dining
room away from my dining room. But
wait, what are those flat screen TV’s
doing up there? And what are Barb
and Mary sitting behind?
The flat screen TV’s, according to
Barb, are for posting news such as DC
hours, the menu, and other helpful
tips. “You want to know the best thing
about them?” asked Barb. “No sound!”
When I asked her about the new station she was sitting behind to swipe
cards, she replied hesitantly, “Um…
they look nicer.”

Down in the DC there are quite a bit
of changes. They aren’t big enough to
notice immediately, but just enough to
make you think you’re going slightly
crazy. First, there’s the tint of the cups.
They are a shade of green, but after
drinking out of them I’m happy to report they do not affect the flavor. Along
with the toasters, the cereal is now located next to the drinks. The carts have
been replaced by a single cart full of
fruit right out of the beginning scene of
“Beauty and the Beast.” The new fruit
stand comes with a new fruit rule: only
one fruit can be taken out of the DC.
Sorry to all you fruitarians out there.
Even with all the changes, the DC still
remains our old familiar dining hall
with new changes to better our eating
experience.
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The Habeckers are elated at their new way of transportation around campus.

Booths add extra cushion
By Blake Bachman

Life & Times Co-Editor
The Student Union has undergone
what might seem like a minimal
change to some, but to Jumping Bean
frequenters, it is massive: new booth
cushions.
As I passed through the Union on my
first day back to campus, I stopped in
my tracks for a moment, staring. Were

they glowing? No. But they were close.
I soon realized the old benches with
the massive cracks and overflowing
stuffing had been replaced with brand
new, beautiful benches. This is revolutionary, my friends. There will no longer be fighting over who gets “the good
booth cushion.”
In addition to this change, small
bouquets of flowers and napkin holders now adorn the tables. There are

also small changes in in the deli, salad
bar, and Mexican sections of the Grille.
“We’re excited for these new changes,”
said Vickie Rhodes, new Grille manager.
Vickie’s also excited for the challenge
of her new job. She’s been in charge of
catering for 10 years, and this is her
first year with the Grille.

didn’t do the year before. Get involved,
but don’t over commit yourself. If you
helped in TWO, go try something in
TSO. You got to know the guys on your
section, go to the opposite side and
make new friends.
Ok, you’re a big bad junior and about
to dive head first into the busiest and
craziest year of college. Daunting, yes.
But try something new. There is an
abundance of people on campus, so
that’s an easy one. Get to know someone you’ve seen in your classes for the
past year, but don’t know whether or
not to say “Hi” to them on the sidewalk. Sit somewhere else in the DC.
Try a new food. These are little things
you can try that should be easy to do
when you’re so swamped you have to
add post-it notes to your Odyssey.
It’s here. You’re a senior and the
freshmen look like 12-year-olds. You
can’t really remember life outside of
college. What on earth could you find
that’s new? I promise you, you can
find something. There’s a whole class
of freshman you don’t know and, let’s

be honest, probably won’t ever see, but
think of the seniors when you were a
freshman. You looked up to them in
sort of a canine or idol-like reverence.
We have so much life-knowledge, why
not share some? It could be as easy
as saying “Hi” and making an underclassmen’s day, or offering to take the
freshman down the hall to Wal-Mart
with you. Many of us live off campus,
why not bring back the block party?
Get to know the people who live in the
apartment or the house next to you. If
you happen to have extra space in your
schedule, take a class you might never
have thought of taking before (you can
always audit). Yeah, you might be the
cool kids on the block, but you can still
do something new.
So even if you know exactly what
you’re doing every day, and you’ve
done it all before, I challenge you to try
something new. Buy a shirt in a color
you don’t typically wear. Walk to the
DC instead of drive. Write something
for the Echo. You can do it, I have faith
in you.

The Segways have quickly become an
integral part of President Habecker
and Mary Lou’s campus transportation.
“For Gene, it is hard to carry a briefcase and balance one of these things
-- at least in the beginning stages,”
Mary Lou said. “So, it’s more for fun
and getting ‘up close and personal’
with students, and parents, and campus friends.”
Mary Lou found that her Segway was
valuable for her transportation to her
Friday morning prayer time at the Memorial Prayer Chapel. Mary Lou placed
her Bible and notebook in a backpack
to free up her hands, and found that
she could get right up to the door.
The Habeckers’ adult “kids” were
happy that their parents were given
such sweet gifts, but also concerned
about how this transportation might
affect their walking and exercise. The
Habeckers assured their kids they will
be fine.
So what’s the best thing about these
Segways?

“They make me smile a lot!” President Habecker said. He enjoys being able to get from place to place on
campus quickly. Last week, he used his
Segway to visit sport teams to encourage them.
Mary Lou said that “On a beautiful
day, it feels so good to have the breeze
blowing and the feeling of ‘slowly flying through the air.’” She explained
that the Segway is so quiet that she
hardly knows how fast she is traveling
(Segways go up to 12 MPH).
“It’s like a funny little ‘robot’ that
talks to you by beeping when it’s ready
to go or if you are going too fast,” Mary
Lou said. A slight touch of the hand
sends the Segway to the right or left,
a slight touch of the toe makes it go
faster, and rocking on the heels makes
it slow down and stop. “It’s so smart!”
Mary Lou said.
For all of the wonderful qualities,
there is, as with any mode of transportation, the possibility for a nasty spill.
Although the Segway is “smart,” as
Mary Lou said, it does not like to get
off balance quickly.
Last Friday, President Habecker had
an unfortunate collision with the pavement on Eighth Street. When the Segway drifted off the road suddenly, one
wheel on the grass, and the other on
the pavement, the Segway dipped, and
President Habecker met up with a fire
hydrant. That meant two broken ribs.
President Habecker is thankful for
the expert and speedy care he was given at the Upland Health and Diagnostic Center, and he’s thankful that his
accident wasn’t worse. He’s improving
with each new day and is eagerly anticipating the day he can get back on
his Segway.
Despite the accident, the Segways
have proved to be an exciting addition
for the Habeckers.
“We wish we could share them with
each student!” Mary Lou said. They’re
currently working on getting waivers
so that all the students can be covered
to ride them.
Yes, this might just be the best new
thing on campus. Ever.

That’s what she said ...
(rather, we said.)
Try something new, I dare you
By Rachel Sawyer

Life & Times Co-Editor
We’ve got space we need to fill, so
I need to rack my brain to think of
new things on campus. It seems like
we’ve already covered most things, but
there’s got to be at least one we forgot.
Freshmen are new, the bridge is new,
the segways are new (and awesome).
But as I make my fourth trip back to
campus, what do I find each year that’s
refreshing and new?
After sitting in the hallway of Rupp, I
think I’ve figured it out. Each year I try
to do something new. Freshman year
is just 9 months of new things. Call it
a cop out. But, as soon as you feel like
you might get in to a routine or you’ve
got things figured out, something
changes, like a blizzard comes or Facebook takes down the campus network.
Sophomore year you think nothing is going to be new to you. You see
people you know. You’ve already had
a year to learn the ropes. You’re good.
Not. I challenge you to try things you

Have you always had a question, but you never knew who to ask?
Good news.
We’re starting an “Ask Us” section, a “Dear Abby” of sorts. We don’t
claim to know everything, but we do have a little experience under our
belts. If we don’t know the answer, we’ll try our hardest to find out.
Basically, we’re here for you.
If you have pre-pick-a-date concerns, we’ve been on a few of those.
Ask away. If you’re tired of openhouse and want to go somewhere new
and fun (we’ve been there), ask us. If you’re wondering what’s the best
drink at the Jumping Bean, we will be more than happy to give you our
suggestions. Feel free to be anonymous. We’d love to help.
blakeandrachel@gmail.com.
Example:
Dear Blake and Rachel, Does the DC ever change up Sunday lunch?
Tired of Fried Chicken

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Don’t Forget!
blakeandrachel@gmail.com

Use it.
Love it.

A&E
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MOVIES the dark knight

Batman knighted at the box ofﬁce
By Andrew Neel
Co-Editor in Chief

“The Dark Knight” debuted in theaters across the U.S. on July 18 with
a titanic opening weekend at the box
office.
Now, the superhero crime drama
has ridden a wave of critical acclaim
and media buzz to the No. 2 spot on
the list of all-time highest grossing
domestic films. Within a few days,

“Dark Knight” will have raked in over
$500 million, becoming only the
second film in history to reach that
mark. The only movie with a higher
domestic gross is everyone’s favorite
Leonardo DiCaprio love story involving an iceberg: “Titanic.” The James
Cameron “classic” sits alone atop the
charts with a final gross of just over
$600 million.
The overwhelming success of
“Dark Knight” in light of the unpar-

Photo courtesy of warnerbrothers.com

“The Dark Knight” is near but far from reaching “Titanic’s” mark.

alleled dominance of “Titanic” brings
two questions to mind: “How did the
sequel to ‘Batman Begins’ more than
double its predecessor’s gross?” and
“Will any movie ever pass ‘Titanic’
as the highest grossing film of all
time?”
The answer to the first question:
Unprecedented publicity and a film
good enough to live up to the hype.
By late 2007, “Dark Knight” was
already receiving a large amount of
buzz as the highly anticipated sequel
to “Batman Begins” that was expected to be the smash hit of summer
2008. The death of the film’s co-star
Heath Ledger in early 2008, however, increased the media attention
surrounding the film to atmospheric
heights. Upon news of the death of
the Oscar-nominated actor, “Dark
Knight” went from a superhero summer blockbuster to a must-see film
event.
The film’s burgeoning publicity bolstered by a solid advertising campaign highlighting Ledger’s portrayal of the Joker - was strengthened by
almost unanimously positive critical
reviews and the popularity of IMAX
ticket sales. All of these factors combined together to result in the biggest
opening weekend in U.S. history, as
“Dark Knight” made $158 million in
three days.

Photo courtesy of titanicmovie.com

But rather than floundering in
popularity after its big debut (like
“Spider-Man 3”), has continued to
set box office records for the remainder of the summer. This continuing
success serves as a testament to the
quality and depth of the work director Christopher Nolan put together.
Despite its success, however,
“Dark Knight” is still over $100 million behind “Titanic” as the highestgrossing film of all time. That gap
would be exponentially larger if an
adjustment for ticket-price inflation were included. “Titanic” would
have grossed over $900 million today based on the number of tickets it
sold when it was released in 1997.

Now we revisit the second question: “Will any movie ever pass ‘Titanic’ as the highest grossing film of
all time?”
The answer: Probably not anytime
soon.
If a critically acclaimed superhero
movie released in the summer that
features an Oscar-quality performance by a recently deceased high
profile actor can’t catch “Titanic,”
then it looks like Leo, Kate Winslet
and that annoying Celine Dion song
will go on and on at the top of the
list.
Box office numbers and ticketprice inflation information gathered
from boxofficemojo.com.

TV fall drama preview

Photo courtesy of abc.com

Photo courtesy of fox.com

FOX’s new drama, entitled “Fringe” (airing Tuesday, Sept. 9 at 8 p.m.) should thrill and terrify you. Excecutive Producer J. J. Abrams (“Lost”) and screenwriters Roberto Orci and Alex Kurtzman (“Mission: Impossible
III”) have come together to collaborate for this next big thing. The drama begins with FBI agent Olivia Dunham
(newcomer Anna Torv), who is investigating mysterious deaths aboard an airplane that landed in Boston. When
her partner, John Scott (Mark Valley, “Boston Legal”) is injured during the investigation, she is forced to call
in Dr. Walter Bishop (John Noble, “Lord of the Rings”). His son, Peter (Joshua Jackson, “Dawson’s Creek”), is
called in to aid Dunham in the investigation. What they find on Flight 627 turns out to be something larger and
stranger than they ever imagined.

“Life on Mars” (airing Thursday, Oct. 9 at 10
p.m.) is ABC’s remake of the BBC hit show starring Jason O’Mara (“Resident Evil: Extinction”) as NYPD Detective Sam Tyler. In the middle of
an investigation involving serial killers, Tyler allows his girlfriend and
fellow detective to search a suspect’s home by herself, against his better
judgment. When she disappears, Sam is so distraught that he wanders
around in a stupor and gets hit by a car. When he awakes, he finds he
doesn’t have a scratch on him and he’s still enlisted with the NYPD – in
1971.

Photo courtesy of cbs.com

Jerry Bruckheimer returns to CBS with another drama, “Eleventh
Hour,” (airing Thursday, Oct. 9 at 10 p.m.) starring Rufus Sewell (“The
Illusionist”) as Dr. Jacob Hood, a biophysicist and special science adviser to the government. His job is to investigate scientific oddities and
crises and is constantly being chased by those who would misuse science
for personal gain. He is the last line of defense.

Photo courtesy of nbc.com

“My Own Worst Enemy” (airing Monday, Oct. 13 at 10 p.m.) promises to be NBC’s big hit of the fall, starring
Christian Slater (“The Good Shepherd”). Henry Spivey is your American dad with a wife, a dog, and two kids.
Edward Albright is an international spy, runs a four-minute mile and is trained to kill people with weapons made
out of Q-tips, rubber bands and toothpaste (think “MacGyver”). Sharing the same body, you can imagine the
dilemma that occurs as Henry slowly becomes more aware of his alter ego – and vice versa. As the two identities
fight for dominion, more of their history will unfold.

Photo courtesy of fxnetworks.com

62 E. Berry Ave.
Upland, IN 46989
_%JTDPVOUBWBJMBCMFXJUI5BZMPS*%_

Arts & Entertainment

FX’s “Sons of Anarchy” (airing Wednesday, Sept. 3 at 10 p.m.) promises
to be a “darkly humorous drama” based on a criminal motorcycle gang’s
efforts to preserve their town of Charming, Calif. - and their thriving illegal arms trafficking business. Our star, Jackson “Jax” Teller (played by
Charlie Hunnam, “Children of Men”) begins to wrestle with the dichotomy between his love for his fellow bikers and the moral absolutes they
seem so bent on breaking.

OPINIONS
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America’s oil dependence: A pain in the pump
BY BLISS BARBER
COLUMNIST
It’s sad when a commercial of a bikini-clad Paris Hilton presenting her
personal solution to America’s foreign
oil dependency just seems to make
more sense than the policies of the
Presidential candidates. It’s sad, but
it just makes more sense.
At a time when approximately two
out of every three Americans favor
offshore drilling, it’s downright weird
that Obama won’t free his Democratic
ﬁsts from the environmentalist straitjacket and concede a little. Of course,
this is not to say he should follow in the
footsteps of his Presidential campaign
counterpart, who has announced that
the solution to $4 gas and America’s
energy crisis is: drill, drill, drill.
A 2007 Energy Department study
revealed that production from immediate drilling would not start until
2017 and would have no “signiﬁcant”
effect on prices until 2030. McCain
would be 94 by then. Yet in McCain’s
defense, the price of oil is not dependent solely upon whether or not

claimed “hybrid” of both Obama’s
obsession with new technology and
McCain’s love affair with offshore
drilling, was exactly the direction
taken by a group of Republican and
Democratic Senators to break the energy impasse. The compromise, which
Obama has indicated he will support
for the sake of reaching across the
aisle, expands drilling opportunities
while also contributing billions toward the production of alternativefuel vehicles, funded in part by the oil
and gas industry.
McCain also supports the creation
of alternative fuel vehicles, but his position on this is eclipsed by his overwhelming faith in nuclear energy as
the ultimate solution to alternative
energy. His plan to build 45 nuclear
power plants by 2030 is alarming at
best, not to mention costly.

Obama also supports nuclear energy but is rightfully concerned with
the security of nuclear fuel and waste
as well as waste storage and proliferation. Apparently, McCain didn’t
get the memo that continued waste
storage at Yucca Mountain would
cost America an arm and a leg—and
them some. And, unfortunately for
him, his reassuring words in Louisiana this summer about the reliability
of nuclear power plants on ships were
lost with the report of a U.S. navy ship
leaking radioactive water all over the
globe.
If Obama would stop crying about
domestic drilling and McCain would
get practical about nuclear energy,
maybe the two could focus on the real
issue at hand—the development of
safe and sustainable alternative energy sources for the future.

Obama had it right: We
cannot drill our way out
of this mess.
a signiﬁcant change will occur in the
near-term supply or demand, but also
upon investor conﬁdence in the crude
oil market’s ability to sustain current
price levels.
Presumably, drilling would decrease market speculation and create
an effective dip in future gas prices.
And from an environmental perspective, Republicans are right to sing the
praises of directional drilling, a gloriﬁed acupuncture that leaves a surface
footprint one third the size left by the
technologies of old. But drilling will
not slash back prices at the pump any
time soon. Obama had it right: We
cannot drill our way out of this mess.
In fact, Hilton’s strategy, a pro-
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2008: Turning over a new disc
BY STEVE ETHERIDGE
OPINIONS EDITOR

Good to see you, fellow Trojans. As
I extend you a welcome, allow me to
sputter on and on until my welcome is
long overstayed.
Everyone is interested in having
fun, right? The gazillions of dollars we
spend here should at least purchase
some lasting memories, but Upland is
about as lively as Dr. Kevorkian’s waiting room. Graciously, out of boredom
comes inventiveness and originality,
and as a result, fun.
Keeping up the spirit of fun means
that new ideas need to fertilize, otherwise things become stale and repetitive, like Hillsong albums. With little
warning we can go from being our
brother’s keeper to simply being our
brother. Last year, fun fermentation
seemed to be on the rise, so I thought

opinions

I’d call attention to a couple of things
before the school year starts to settle.
I’ll probably take more heat than
Joan of Arc for saying this, but I think
it’d be a good idea to slowly break up
Taylor’s second favorite marriage—
next to Faith and Learning—which is
Frisbee and sleeveless shirts. Have you
looked out on the Reade lawn lately?
There are so many guys in sleeveless
shirts, I feel like I’m at Larry the Cable
Guy’s family reunion. Furthermore
they’re all trailing Frisbees like teething black labs hopped up on methamphetamines.
I can’t reasonably expect this campus to forsake Frisbee, but could
we at least dig a little deeper in the
closet this year? How about Frisbee
and jumpsuits? That could be fun.
It might’ve been the amber waves of
armpit hair that disenchanted me,

or the impossibility of walking down
a sidewalk without being barreled
down by a disc-happy bro. But to me,
Frisbee has all the appeal of Michael
Moore in a summer dress.
In the same vein, maybe it’s due
time to reconsider Polar Pops. What’s
the allure? They’re cheap, but so
is the rest of the soda that is widely
available on campus. It’s like Polar
Pops are Taylor’s dismal alternative
to binge drinking, but instead of getting drunk, people just become more
hyper and more determined to throw
a Frisbee every waking moment of the
day. If global warming proves true, I
can only cross my ﬁngers that it targets the Polar Pops ﬁrst.
And let’s not forget the ritualistic
walk to Handy Andy that precedes a
Polar Pop. Though it’s important to
support the local economy, we might
be seriously overestimating the level
of fun that a gas station can provide.
Still, all the aforementioned are
more tolerable than long boards and
bandanas. At any given time of the
day, the sidewalk between the bell
tower and the DC looks like the JC
Penney catalogue’s take on Southern
California. As far as I’m concerned,
a long board is more out of place in
Indiana than Michael in a Jackson
family Christmas card. It’s a ﬂat state.
And the bandanas? Give Keith Richards my regards.
Yet in all fairness, fun is subjective.
Do whatever makes you happiest. If
surﬁng asphalt while sucking down
32 ounces of double P gives you kicks,
then surf away, my man. The same
goes to tossing a disc. I just ask that
you mind those strolling the sidewalks.
Don’t let my cynicism get hold of
you; I’m only three decades short
from changing my name to Ebenezer
and handing out pencils on Halloween.
All this aside, college should be fun,
so take these four years and shake
them for all they’re worth.

BY BRANDON MYERS
COLUMNIST
President Bush said it best. We are
addicted to oil. Whether you think our
current president deserves the Nobel
Prize or a snowball to the face, I think
we can all agree with that statement.
But out of that statement emerges a
very grave problem.
Currently, the United States gets
85 percent of our energy from fossil
fuels and 60 percent of our oil comes
from foreign countries. Not only does
this mean that we have a great dependence on our fellow inhabitants of this
planet, but it also means we rely on
some who are not always happy with
us. Approximately half of the foreign
countries we currently depend on for
our oil supply are considered “hostile”
or “unstable” by the United States, including countries such as Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, and Angola.
This brings all parties in our current
political system to the same point of
decision: what to do about our nation’s very real and very dangerous
“addiction” to foreign oil. After swallowing these facts and realizing action
is necessary, John McCain and Barack
Obama part ways.
Barack Obama supports the advancement of alternative sources of
energy, and until recently opposed the
expansion and exploration of drilling.
Recently, due largely to public pressure and the obvious need to be independent of foreign oil, Obama has
said he would support some form of
drilling. Unfortunately America’s demands for oil are great, but our abilities for drilling are limited due to the
opposition by many members of the
U.S. Senate.
Recognize two things: The Department of the Interior estimates that
off-limits offshore areas contain 19.1
billion barrels (a barrel= 42 gallons)
of oil, which is the equivalent of 30
years of current imports from Saudi
Arabia. 85 percent of this is off lim-

its by a Congressional ban. This ban
is now outdated and standing in the
way America’s secure future. The ban
made sense when offshore drilling
presented the threat of serious accidents and great environmental risks.

Due to advances in technology and the demand
for oil ... Congress must
vote for lifting the ban on
offshore drilling.
However, due to the advances in
technology and the demand for oil,
which the American people have expressed in poll after poll, Congress
must vote for lifting the ban on offshore drilling. President Bush did this
in July. This is the ﬁrst of many steps
to becoming energy independent.
John McCain has been working to
quicken the pace of all these steps
by supporting the research and development of solar, clean coal, wind,
and nuclear energies, which are also
essential to any energy plan. McCain has been painted as the one who
thinks he’s going to drill his way out
of the situation, but both his past and
present policies clearly show that he is
for advancing every kind of potential
energy when necessary.
While acknowledging the simple
facts that one, the United States cannot just drop it’s addiction to oil and
two, America must stop its dependency on foreign oil and fossil fuels, McCain’s positions and actions on energy
consistently offer solutions for the reality Americans face everyday: pain at
the pump. The editor suggests a completely unexplored option for securing cheap oil: teenagers’ faces.
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Lady Trojans begin with conﬁdence

Football

Soccer

Upcoming games:
7 p.m. Sat 9/06 at Anderson U.
1 p.m. Sat 9/13 at Olivet Nazarene
1 p.m. Sat 9/20 at St. Francis

(Men)
L , 3-2 at Trinit Int’l scrimmage
Upcoming games:
1:30 p.m. Fri at Grand View *
12 p.m. Sat at McKendree *
4 p.m. Tues v. Georgetown
(Women)
Upcoming games:
4 p.m. Fri v. Indiana Tech
7 p.m. Tues at Cedarville

Cross Country
(Men)
Upcoming games:
4 p.m. Fri 9/5 Purdue Invitational *
10 a.m. Sat 9/13 TU Invitational
3 p.m. Fri 9/19 v. Little State at I.U.
(Women)
Upcoming games:
10 a.m. Sat 9/13 TU Invitational
2:30 p.m. Fri 9/19 v. Little State at
I.U.

Tennis
Upcoming games:
(Men,)
4 p.m. Fri, at Cedarville
9:30 a.m. Sat at Ohio Dominican
3 p.m. v. Grace *
(Women)
Upcoming games:
4:30 p.m. Fri, at Cedarville
11 a.m. Sat. at Ohio Dominican
4 p.m. Tues at Grace *
4 p.m. Thurs v. Anderson

Volleyball
(3-1)
UM-Dearborn Tournament:
W, 3-2 at Saint Xavier (RV)
W, 3-2 at Ohio Dominican
L, 3-1 at Hastings (Neb.)
W, 3-1 v. Michigan Dearborn
Upvoming games:
Taylor Trojan Challenge:
3 p.m., Fri v. Ohio Dominican
7 p.m., Fri v. Illinois Tech
10 a.m., Sat v. Trevecca Nazarene
2 p.m. Sat v. St. Francis (IL)
7 p.m., Tues at Cedarville
6 p.m., Thurs at St. Joseph’s College
(IN)
Little State (IUPUI Ind.)

* denotes MCC match

Dr. Angie Fincannon
takes the lead in athletics
By Carrie Bragg
Sports Editor

The Taylor Athletic Department
hired Dr. Angie Fincannon as Interim
Athletic Director on July 24.
Fincannon was hired to replace previous Athletic Director Dave Bireline,
who now works with undeclared majors in the student development ofﬁce.
Provost, Dr. Stephen Bedi approached Fincannon with the opportunity this summer. While it was a seemingly speedy transition, Fincannon is
conﬁdent that the decision to reevaluate the athletic department was made
through a deliberate process.
“Dr. Bedi is the most deliberate
leader. He is a great thinker and analyzer and does nothing spontaneously,” she said.
Fincannon, who has worked within
Taylor athletics since 1992, says the
position as interim athletic director
“seemed like a natural ﬁt.”
Throughout the shift, Bireline has
continued to ﬁnish projects within the
athletic department and to work with
Fincannon to ensure a smooth transition.
“It has been very natural to make
this transition,” Fincannon said. “I get
a chance to uplift the athletic department and to speak for them...It’s a big
responsibility, but I want to help. I believe in it.”
Fincannon’s responsibilities this academic year include meeting with PHP
professors, community members, and
parents, tweaking classroom curriculum, and advising PHP majors. Her favorite part, she says, is interacting with
the athletes through visits to practices
and supporting their play.
A team of leaders made up of Associate Athletic Directors Kyle Gould,
Amy Stucky, and Scott Stan assist Fincannon in problem solving and events
planning, such as the home volleyball
tournament taking place this weekend.
Her biggest fear, Fincannon admitted, is that the national anthem will
fail to play during the opening of a big
game.
This fear was not one she anticipated years ago, when she began her college education as a music major at Ball
State University. Back then, she had
aspirations to be a band director. She
had played sports in high school, and
they “had always come easy” to her,
but athletics were not something she
planned to pursue until her sophomore
year, when “doors opened” for a switch
to a major in physical education.
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After receiving her undergrad, Fincannon returned to Ball State a second
time to pursue her masters in physical
education. She returned to the school
a third time to receive her doctorate
in educational leadership, this time
as Taylor’s head women’s volleyball
coach.
Fincannon, who coached Taylor
softball and volleyball simultaneously for three years, remained as head
women’s volleyball coach for 13 years.
Under her leadership, the Lady Trojans competed in the NAIA national
tournament four times and won seven
MCC championships. In 1997, Fincannon’s team became the ﬁrst women’s
volleyball team to advance to the Elite
8.
This year the Lady Trojans will celebrate 1000 wins. Fincannon, who
achieved a .786 overall winning percentage during her reign, was responsible for 496 of those wins.
Her experience as a coach, she says,
is what has made her transition as a
leader in the athletic department so
natural.
Sports had always come easy to her,
she said. Her father, who passed away
while she was head volleyball coach,
was a play-by-play sports broadcaster
and instilled a love for sports in her.
Her mother, now a retired nurse, was
tolerant of sports, but the two never
missed a match during her 13 years as
coach.
“The impact of athletics can be lifechanging. I love athletics...I get to do
this everyday,” she said. “I feel very
blessed.”
Bireline remains a faculty member
and continues to teach in the PHP department. His new duties also include
working on initiatives for the Memorial Prayer Chapel.
“My faith is very important to me,”
he said. “Where the Lord leads and
directs me is very important. I am intuned to Him and where he wants me.
It’s a matter of serving.”
Fincannon shares his attitude in going where God leads.
“The Lord has been very good to me
in coaching,” Fincannon said. “I still
have a passion for coaching that I’ve
put away for awhile, and I feel that
again. Hopefully I can put my work
into building an environment in which
coaches succeed.”
Fincannon will remain interim athletic director for one academic year. At
the end of the year, the position will be
discussed and a ﬁnal decision determined.
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Junior Colleen Nelis spikes the ball during practice Wednesday evening

By Jordyn Kight
Staff Writer

With the 2008 season underway,
the Lady Trojans return to the court
with high performance expectations.
Led by four-year Head Coach Brittany
Smith, they look to gather their 21st
consecutive winning season.
Graduating key players last spring,
the Trojans’ six returning seniors contribute greatly to the strong leadership
presented this season.
“They are absolutely invaluable to
our success,” said Coach Smith. “The
spiritual, emotional, mental and physical leadership they will provide our
team will make the difference…I see
this as a huge strength.”
In addition, the team completes the
roster with ﬁve returning sophomores
and juniors, along with the signing of
three new players.
“Our 11 players from last season will
carry us far with experience along with
our new players that have added great
depth to our team,” said senior Jaime
Allen.
Senior captains Jenny Peterson
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For John Peebles, it was a trip home.
For his wife Sara, it was a once-in-alifetime experience.
John (‘03) and Sara (Gallup) (‘05)
made the trek to Beijing for the 2008
summer Olympics and witnessed the
grandeur of the games and the controversial Chinese culture ﬁrsthand.
While they were there, the Taylor
grads were staying with John’s parents, who live within a few miles of the
Olympic village. John’s father works in
Beijing for a non-proﬁt relief and development organization.
John, who lived in China for 15 years
when he was younger, said Beijing felt
empty upon his arrival in the city.
“It was like half the people were
gone,” he said. “They had moved out
all construction workers and closed

and Ashlee Zeigler, along with ﬂoor
captain Lindsey Bayle, are stepping
up and leading the team this season.
Under the “captain criteria,” Coach
Smith emphasizes that it is their job to
encourage, pray and set a positive example for their teammates.
While the majority of the talent
from last season is back, the squad’s
on-court set-up has switched roles.
“We went from a seasoned offensive
team to a very young offensive team,”
said Smith.
But those changes are not a worry
for the squad. Despite losing a starting
setter and middle blocker, the underclassmen have stepped up and preformed.
To instill conﬁdence and sportsmanship in her players, Smith began
training by completing the Escape to
Reality course, allowing her players to
take away concepts that are referred
back to in practice. In addition, Smith
seeks to grow her players through team
daily devotions, scripture memorization during water breaks, and setting
obtainable goals that are continually

down a lot of factories.”
Sara, however, had a quite a different ﬁrst impression of Beijing.
“Everything’s just massive. (There
are) tons of people everywhere,” she
said. “It’s like being at Disney World
on a really busy day – only all the time.
Compared to most places it seemed really packed.”
The couple was able to see a wide variety of events during the 29th Olympic
Games: volleyball, ﬁeld hockey, women’s basketball, baseball, gymnastics,
track & ﬁeld and handball.
John said his highlight was watching South Korea play Russia in the
women’s basketball tournament.
“I’ve always been a bit of snob towards women’s basketball, but the
game that we watched was pretty incredible as far as level of play went,”
John said. “It was insane shooting –
I’d never seen anything like that.”

revisited and strived after.
“Ultimately, we know our conﬁdence
lies in the relationships we have with
each other, our mutual faith, and the
individual and team preparation that
we do each day,” said Smith. “We know
that we will strive to conduct ourselves
in a manner that will bring God glory:
through the way we interact, the way
we practice and ultimately, the way we
play.”
Approaching the season ready to
compete, the Trojans report spending
the off-season primarily working on
conditioning, passing, and defensive
movement. With a competitive schedule this fall, the off-season training
was emphasized to ensure the success
the team anticipates this season.
“We have a great schedule that
really challenges the players, but also
gives them good time to rest and refocus on their class work,” said Smith.
Glancing ahead at upcoming opponents, the Trojans anticipate challenging matches, especially with top
conference rivals.
The team will face two Division II
schools in the beginning of September, in addition to later matches versus three of the four nationally ranked
teams. Smith said it will be a “signiﬁcant test,” but will prepare them for
the core of the conference play.
“IWU, of course, is always a highly
competitive match that we WILL win.
And St. Francis is the only other team
in our conference that we lost to once
last year,” said sophomore Rachel
Kiezer.
Off to a strong start, the Trojans returned from the UM-Dearborn Tournament 3-1. Beginning Friday, they
move on to compete in Taylor’s own
“Trojan Challenge” at Odle Area.
“We want to be excellent so that others take notice, not for our own glory,
but for God,” said Coach Smith. “Being
good gives one a platform to share the
‘why’ behind what we do every day.”

Sara enjoyed seeing handball, which
she said was intense.
“Have you ever seen it? It’s amazing,” she said. “It’s like full-contact
rugby-basketball.”
While sports were the main focus
of the Peebles’ time there, John said
they were able to observe the culture
as well.
“It’s hard to get a feel as a foreigner
as to just how restrictive things are or
are not in a short time frame,” John
said. “I left China in ‘99. Things have
certainly gotten better in some degree since then. Especially religiously.
House churches are a lot less underground these days.”
John said he has heard about
churches renting ball rooms in a hotel
during the Christmas season to invite
unbelievers as an outreach ministry.
“That would have been absolutely
unheard of 15 years ago.”

Athlete of the Week: Travis Tomaszewski
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Hidden Talents: “I

Sport: Football and Baseball
Position: Tight end; pitcher, 1st base, 3rd base
Age: 19
Undergrad status: Sophomore transfer
Previous university: Wayne State College
Hometown: Mansﬁeld, OH
High School: Lexington High
Current Residence: Bergwall
Major: Business Management
Siblings: Jill (TU senior softball pitcher) & Holly (high
school senior)
Nicknames: Zeus, and coaches call me ‘T-squared’
Hobbies: hunting and ﬁshing
Favorite food: spaghetti
Least favorite food: sushi
Favorite TV show: That 70’s Show
If you could go anywhere in the world...: Taylor University baseball and football!
Hidden Talents: I can wiggle my ears.
Pepsi or Coke: Coke. Pepsi is too sweet.
Favorite movie: Shooter or The Italian Job
Yearbook title in HS: ‘Best smile’
Most Used Phrase: “Dude, man.”
Favorite subject in HS: It was Math, but not anymore.
Favorite junk food: Gummy Bears
Proudest moment: I won the Iron Man award in HS; I
was the only athlete to play in three sports all four years.
Favorite sports team: Ohio State
Favorite player: Frank Thomas

can wiggle my ears.”

